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T h e  e ffe c tiv e  p o te n t ia l  in  t h e  m in im a l  f l ip p e d  S U ( 5 ) x U ( l )  m o d e l  is  c a lc u la te d  a n d  
th e  p r o t o n  l i f e - t im e  i n  th i s  m o d e l  is  d is c u s s e d . R e s u l ts  a r e  c o m p a r e d  w i th  th o s e  f r o m  th e  
o r t h o d o x  S U (5 )  G U T  m o d e l .
P A C S  n u m b e r s :  1 2 .1 0 .D m
1. Introduction
Despite the over short proton life time and the existence of monopoles the m in im a l  
SU(5) model is the most effective grand unification model constructed up to now. Re­
cently, superstring theories raised our hopes of constructing a unified theory of the known 
fundamental interactions [1]. The superstring inspired models are based on either the 
E8 x E8 of the SO(32) gauge group. Such a “big” gauge group is then broken (to E6, 
SO(IO), SU(3)3 ...). The breaking mechanism is unique. We hope to succeed in constructing 
a theory with a “smaller” gauge group. The most recent candidate is the SU(5) x U(l) 
model (the flipped SU(5) model) [2-4]. This is a supersymmetric model with (1, 2) world 
sheet supersymmetry. The aim of this paper is to construct effective potential, firstly in the 
minimal nonsupersymmetric version (Part 1) and next in the full supersymmetric version 
(Part 2), when the supersymmetry is softly broken.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the orthodox SU(5) model 
in order to make the paper self-contained. The flipped SU(5) model is described in Section
3. In Section 4 the effective potential of the flipped SU(5) model is calculated and the proton 
life time is discussed.
* T h i s  r e s e a r c h  w a s  s u p p o r te d  in  p a r t  b y  th e  M in is t r y  o f  N a t io n a l  E d u c a t io n  u n d e r  t h e  c o n t r a c t  
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The minimal SU(5) model [5] consists of the SU(5) gauge field (a =  1, 24),
two scalar Higgs fields H  (adjoint representation) and h (fundamental representation), 
and two fermion fields for each family y>x and transforming as 5 and 10, respectively. 
The Lagrange function has the form
with
L  — L j+ tf ,
Lb =  — 1/4F“VF<"<V+ 1/2(D(IJ/)‘'(Z)'1//)“ 
+Dph+Dllh — U(H, h),
Lf =  iVRjytl(DgV)n)j+ WLijkfYiD fiVDijks
F% =  dpA av- c yA; + gfabcA lA cv, 
(DpH)a =  dpHa +  gfabcAbpHc,
(2 .1)
(2 .1b)
(2.1c)
(2 -Id) 
(2 -le)
and covariant derivatives defined similarly as for the other fields. The SU(5) gauge field 
is described in the following basis
+  = £  T aAl = 1/2 £  A^A“,
a a.
iA a, A h] =  2ifabcA c,
Tr (A“Ab) =  2 dab.
(2 .2a)
(2 .2 b)
As we are interested in high-energy breaking of the symmetry group from SU(5) to SU(3) 
x SU(2) x U(l) only the //-dependent paft of the potential
U(H, h) =  U(H) + Uini(H, h) +  U{h) 
u(H) =  A,(Tr H2)2+;.2(Tr H4) 
will.be required. Fermions are grouped in the following way:
V>R,
(2.3a)
(2.3b)
V r  0 MC3 ~ « 2 Ml d i '
d 2 - M c3 0 u2 d 2
d3 and Vw.fi — «2 - M l 0 M3 d3
ec - « 1 - u 2 “ «3 0 ec
. - d l — d 2 - d 3 — eQ 0 ^
(2.4)
The electric charge is g e, =  T3 +  Y, where Y =  1/2 v;'5/4 A 2*. The spontaneous symmetry
breaking to the group SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) occurs due to Higgs boson condensation
along the a =  24 axis so that
H =  —T24q, (2.5a)
This is the unitary gauge representation in which the unphysical Goldston fields are 
removed at the beginning. The shift in (2.5) describes the condensation, which reveals 
it self as changing of the vacuum state. Due to the condensation the //-Higgs field could 
be described by the following Lagrange function
When the condensation occurs along the 24-axis (as we have chosen) the SU(5) group 
is broken to the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) group and the remaining twelve gauge fields (usually 
denoted by X and Y) gain the mass
The effective potential may now be calculated in a way analogous to that for scalar electro­
dynamics. The bosons d, X, and Y  will be the source of this potential. Each of them will 
have 3 degrees of freedom. We can calculate the effective potential as in [6, 7]. The SU(3) 
x SU(2) x U(l) gauge symmetry will also be broken if the second scalar field (transforming 
as 5) condensates i.e.
As a result of this the fields Wfi and gain their masses and sin2 #w takes the value 3/8.
L =  l/2 a „ ë ffë - l/2 m 2ë2-U (ë ) , (2 .6a)
(2 .6b)
(2.6c)
(2 .6d)
Lm =  1 / 2 X M ^ ,
M2t =  -  l/2g2 Tr ((_A\ V] [Ab, F]), 
V =  — T24a.
(2.7b)
(2.7a)
M |,Y = 5/12/jV . (2.8)
'O '
0
h =  ( X + V )  0 (2.9)
0
1
The minimal SU (5)xU (l) model [2-4] consists of the 24 SU(5) gauge fields A“ the 
U (l) gauge field A25, the scalar higgs field HiUJ (transforming as (10, 1), the scalar field 
h  (transforming as (5, —2)) and the two (for each family) fermion fields ■yl and y liJ] 
(transforming as (5, —3) and (10, 1), respectively). The Lagrange function takes the form:
where
25
L =  -1 /4  X  F“vF‘"‘v + (£»(1H +)[Ui(D'‘/J)[iy] +  (D(1h)+(D'‘/I)
3=1
-  U(H, h) + iy> + iy>UjkJA D*VL)ijki,
F;v =  ô,Al -  ÔAI +  gfabcK< (a, b ,c  =  1, ... 24), 
F2J  =
(Dfli)im =  dBHun — ig J] Al(TaF!)[in — gEyBA25Hlin,
a= 1
(T°Hun) =  'Z (T in ik,n+T!kHl w ).
(3.1a)
(3.1b)
(3.1c)
(3-ld)
(3-le)
The structure of this model resembles that of the GSW model. Similarly, we have two 
coupling constans g (SU(5)) and gE(U(l)) (but we estimate that gE is big [2, 3]).
Analogously, we should expect mixing between the field A24 and A 25 and the existence 
of a Weinberg-like angle vE. The electric charge operator takes the form
Q =  T3+ ( Y  +  YE)l/5. (3.2)
Due to the “flipping” the electric charge operator differs from the simple sum YE+ Y + T 3. 
This has the effect of changing the Weinberg angle formula.
The Ye =  — 1 scalar field H[un can be represented in the form
(3.3)
0 dc - d c d u
- d c 0 d 3 Ù
H = æ  - 3 C 0 3 u
- d  - d d 0 V
— u —«
V»
— u — V 0 ^
d, Ù, v have charges —5/3, - 1/3, - 4/3
field ht has YE =  — 2 (transforms as 5 with respect to SU(5))
hi =
d
d
3
ec
v
(3.4)
If only the v and v field condensate then the vacuum state is chargeless and the fields d, u, e 
become unphysical (Goldstone particles). The v field condensation breaks the SU(5) x U(l) 
symmetry group to the SU(3) x SU(2) x U (l) group. Breaking of the latter symmetry to the 
SU(3) x U(l) group is achieved due to the v' field condensation. We describe the v field 
condensation by the following parametrization:
where
e = e+<L
'0 0 0 0 o'
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 - • 1 0
(3.5a)
(3.5b)
(3.5c)
As previously, the q field takes the Higgs field role. The Higgs sector can now be described 
by the Lagrange function (2.6) but the coupling constant X will be different. As in the ortho­
dox SU(5) model, some of the gauge fields gain masses:
25
where
M 2ab
¿ m =  1/2 I
ab= 1
l/2g2 £  ( Vlk'"X°m +  (T*vVvn+ T„l Fma)
k,m,n,l,0
kit,»] =  l/\/2  Cknff>
Ta =  {1/2A0, a = 1 ,..., 24 ,1},
Al = (A;,a =  1, 24, A25).
(3.6a)
(3.6b)
(3.6d)
(3.6e)
(3.6Q
The mass matrix has a block structure. The SU(3)x U(2)x U(l) fields are still massless. 
The X, Y gauge bosons mass matrix has the form:
Mi.Y =  1/4 g V 2 i
-2 i 
2 (3.7)
As in the GSW model, mixing between Azf  and A f  takes place. The mixing matrix has 
the folowing form:
24/v 15 ggE 8| e
= 2 , 2 f g;
\g
g g E 
gE gi
where g' =  y/3l5g is the weak coupling constant. It has the same value as in orthodox
SU(5) theory. Diagonalization of the matrices (3.7) and (3.8) gives masses of the fields X, Y
M l Y =  1/4 g V ,  (3.9)
and the additional neutral bosons Z'
M\.  =  1/4 <r2(72/15 g2 + 8g2) = 2<r2(gE+ g '2). (3.10)
M\.  +  MX¥ because gE is rather large.
The second of the mixed A24 and A%5 fields remains massless. If we define the new 
fields Zp and Bp by the relation
%24\  = / cos 9e -  sin 3E\  / Z; 
A25J y  sin 9 e  c o s  9eJ (3.11)
Then the B„ field is massless. As in the GSW model we have
2
sin2 9B =  - £ - 2 . (3.12)
g + g |
The subsequent condensation of the field v' results in breaking of the symmetry to the 
SU (3)xU (l) group. There is an enormous energy gap between these condensations 
(102 GeV-1015 GeV). The subsequent condensation (practically) virtually does not influence 
the Zp boson mass, so that we may neglect the mixing between the Z} field and A  ^and A  ^
fields. The later fields gain their masses via the low energy condensation. This may be descri­
bed by the transformation
/ cos 9 — sin 3
B„ I \  sin 9 cos 9) & ) ■
(3.13)
where Ap is the electromagnetic field and # the usual Weinberg angle:
-2
sin2 9 =  . (3.14)
g +9
The “effective” coupling constant g is defined by
g — 5g sin 9e (3.15a)
or
g =  5gE cos 9e. (3.15b)
This means that
— ^  8 e  i
9  '  V S T ?  ( 3 , 6 )
is proportional to g' when gE is small and tends to 5g' in the limit gE -* oo. If 8e >  87+ 24
the effective coupling constant is even greater than in the SU(5) model. This results in
increase in the (clasieal) value of sin2 •&. To obtain a more realistic value for sin2 $  we must 
according to renormalization group analysis, increase the value of M , the renormalization 
group point. As the result of this the proton lifetime increases! As in the standard model 
the couplings g  and g  define the electric charge value:
e =  gsin $ , (3.17a)
e =  gcos$ . (3.17b)
We are now able to present the low energy (electroweak) covariant derivative
=  dp—ieQAp -  i( -  g cos 9T3 +1/5g( Y +  YE) sin 9)Zp
— i( —g cos $EF + g El E sin $E)Zp. (3.18)
Q is given by Eq. (3.2). This describes all electroweak interactions. It is interesting that 
even fermions, which have FE = 0, will interact with the Zp particle. This interaction 
vanishes only in the strong coupling limit gE -> oo. Interactions mediated by the Zp particle
will be difficult to observe in experimenta because its mass is large.
4. The effective potential
The effective potential could be calculated by using either the path integral method 
[9] or canonical formalism [6- 8]. In the one-loop approximation this is simply the vacuum 
energy. Each physical degree of freedom contribution is equal to
= 1/2 ft In ( l  + , (4.1)
k l  + M 2
2where mi denotes the mass kE the Wick-rotated four momentum (Euclidean) and M 
is introduced to remove infrared divergences. Obviously clearly S 0i is divergent and should 
be regularized [7, 8]:
[ 2 .I / M 2n\
t H t t )
Tin j - j -  J — (1 — y)
mf f 1 / M2n .
M2 ( (  m f \  (  m f \  (  m f \  m f  1
+  3 2 ? { ( I + Mr M ‘ + J f ) “ 3,2 ( m V  m7 } '  ( *
Bearing in mind that we have three degrees of freedom for each of the twelve X, Y bosons 
and the Higgs field q of the SU(5) model, we obtain:
d 4 , ( 3 ^ 2)2 f i
4 647T2 I £Ueff(<r) =  T O +  — ■ 2-  (  +ln —J- +lii K
/3ko2\
w )
A '” - 2'2
U  e f t f o )
(32a
r +  -6te>
2  \ 2
3 1 , «  ( m x y )  + V -Î }  +36 w +  ln 7t
+,-4  +3^ { - t K v  ) + l n (4 4 )
The divergences in (4.3) and (4.4) are removed by appropriate counterterms:
1
§A
(3A)2 36
64^  + 6471i i i r g 2) ] ( -
+ c
in the SU(5) case and 
(32)2ÔA =
64ti 64ti 647t K + c ' )
(4.5)
(4.6)
in the SU(5) x U(l) case. The counterterms introduce arbitrary constants c' into the theory. 
They can be chosen so that [7, 8]
1 =
d4Ueff
da4 <s — A
Similarly as in the classical theory case where
6A.
d4U.
$a4
(4.7)
=  61. (i/C|(<r) = A/4&4). The
a —A
relation a = A has the following interpretation. The coupling constant A is equal to that 
in the classical theory. Of course, the point a =  A may not be a minimum of potential 
Ue{t. The above renormalization is only fragmentary. In fully renormalized theory all the 
coupling constants (g(/4) =  g) will be equal to those of the classical theory. Thus A defines 
the classical point of the renormalization group. This is the point where g’ =  ^/3/5 g in the 
SU(5) model. In the minimal SU(5) model, the point A fixes X, Y  bosons scale. The fixing 
of the constant C' results in Coleman-Weinberg type of potential. In the SU(5) and SU(5) 
xU (l) models we obtain respectively:
a . a 
- 0  4-
64ti 9A2 +  36 ( A  g2)2)  (in ( - £ )  - ¥ )  (4-8)
and
=  - a 4+  ——j (9A2 +  36 d  g ) 2 +  3(xf g +  8gfi) ) 
4 647C
(4.9)
X =  Wa 7 w c ,i ,  2\ (SU(5)case). (4.1 lb)
 ^ — r»j2 . M„2,2 . /'n /1 C^ 2 . o„2A * (4.11c)
When we reject the Higgs boson contribution 9A2 in (4.8) we obtain the text-book potential 
[9J. Let as compare the potential (4.8) and (4.9). Both describe a discontinous phase transi­
tion. Introducing dimensionless, coordinates as in [7]
a =  Xo0, (4.10a)
a0 =  AeiUb, (4.10b)
we obtain the following expressions
Ueff(x) =  l/4A'x4 + l/4 x 4{ln (x2) - 1/2}, (4.11a)
where
167t2A 
9 a2+  36(5/12gz)
16tc2A
9A2 +  36(l/4g ^ + (7 2 /1 5g2 +  8gl)2
This potential has a minimum at x° =  which gives the X, Y  bosons mass
Ai£Y =  5/12g2T2eu /3e“A'(SU(5)), (4.12)
AfJY =  l/4g2A2e 1 1 /3e~A (SU(5) x U(l)). (4.13)
The Z'p boson mass is equal to:
M i  =  2(gI +  g'2M V 1 ,3e - 2'. (4.14)
At the point o =  A, which is not a minimum,
M 2 =  5/12 g2 A2 (SU(5)), (4.15a)
M 2 =  1/4 g2 A2 (SU(5) x U(l)). (4.15b)
These are the values which correspond to the classical point of the renormalization group, 
M ~  4 • 101 4 GeV. On the basis of (4.12)—(4.14) we obtain:
MXY =  M2e1 1 /3e - 2  (SU (5)), (4.16)
and
MXY =  M 2en /V r (SU (5) x t/(l)), (4.17a)
en /3e-A-
M l  =  24/15M2  -  • (4.71b)
cos yE
It is obvious that the X, Y boson mass increases when the effective coupling constant A' 
decreases. The MXY can be increased maximally e1116 x  6.25 times. The proton life time
is proportional to MXY and hence increases up to 1500 times. This procedure is difficult
to perform in the minimal SU(5) model because it involves decreasing A, that is the Higgs 
boson mass (2.6b). This is harmless in the SU(5) x U (l) model because the decrease in A' can 
be achieved by increasing gE. The flipped SU(5) model (by assumption) describes strong 
interaction via the U (l) gauge boson. This is a natural way of increasing proton lifetime. 
The potential (4.11) leads to inflation [10]. The effective coupling constant X is too large 
in the SU(5) model [10] so that the inflation is of no cosmological significance. It should 
be considerably smaller. The SU (5)xU (l) model may describe a realistic inflation as in 
this model A' is considerably smaller than in the SU(5) model.
5. Conclusion
We have compared the effective potential of the SU(5) grand unification model with 
that of the nonsupersymmetric SU(5)x U(l) model. It is shown that strong U(l) coupling 
(large gE) generates a considerable increase in the X, Y boson mass, thus extending the 
proton lifetime. In the SU (5)xU (l) model monopoles do not exist due to the different 
structure of the scalar field sector. The presented version of the model is minimal. It is not 
supersymmetric. The full suppersymmetric version contains richer fermion and scalar 
field sector. The scalar field H, H, h, h, <pm transform as 10, 10. 5, 5, and 1 with respect 
to the SU(5) group. The fermion field Ft, f t and L transform as 10, 5, 1 with respect to the 
SU(5) group. As long as the supersymmetry is unbroken, the fermions’ and bosons’ contri­
butions to the vacuum energy cancel each other and the effective potential is a purely 
classical one without any radiative corrections. When the supersymmetry is broken the 
appropriate quantum corrections to the effective potential emerge. This will be investigated 
in the following paper.
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